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ABSTRACT

The description of two-phase flow is important in nuclear safety

studies. Recent two-phase flow descriptions are based upon unequal phase

velocities and unequal paase temperatures (UVUT) theories with inter-

phase interaction terms. These theories are more mechanistic than homo-

geneous theories and require more and different types of correlations than

homogeneous theories. The UVUT theories require correlations (or models)

which describe wall and interphase mass transfer, friction, momentum

transfer, and heat transfer for all flow regimes and heat transfer regimes.

A set of correlations is presented in this paper which can be used with

UVUT theories. These correlations cover the complete range of parameters

needed and in all cases are expected to yield reasonable numbers.

Paper to be presented at the 15th National Heat Transfer conference'"" '
in the Heat Transfer in Reactor Safety Session, August 1 0 - 1 3 , 1975,
San Francisco, California
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NOMENCLATURE

A , surface area between phases "a" and "b" per unit volume
ab

A surface area between vapor and liquid phases per unit volume

A surface area of phase "a" in contact with wall per unit volume
wa

A surface area of vapor phase in contact with wall per unit volume

A . surface area of liquid phase in contact with wall per unit volume

A** wall area per unit volume available for heat transfer

Aq wall area per unit volume available for heat transfer between the

° wall and the vapor phase

A** wall area per unit volume available for heat transfer between the
wall and the liquid phase

A5. surface area per unit volume available for heat transfer between
® the vapor and liquid phases

A* __ wall area per unit volume available for film boiling heat transfer
' between the wall and the liquid phase

vSL NB wall area per unit volume available for nucleate boiling heat transfer

* between the wall and the liquid phase

B a b friction coefficient between phase "a" and phase "b"

B „ friction coefficient betwwen vapor and liquid phases

B stationary form and viscous drag between wall and phase "a"wa

B stationary form and viscous drag between wall and vapor phase
wg

BwJ, stationary form and viscous drag between wall and liquid phase

vi



C drag coefficient for flow over spheres

c specific heat

c specific heat of phase "a"
pa

c specific heat of vapor phase

c specific heat of liquid phase

D diameter of control volume

D. hydraulic diameter of phase "a"

D? .. Interphase hydraulic diameter for phase "a"
int
at

D hydraulic, diameter of vapor phase in contact with wall

D^ hydraulic diameter of liquid phase in contact with wall

F . friction force per unit volume exerted on phase "b" by phase "a"

F friction force per unit volume exerted on phase "a" by wall
wa r

F o fraction of wall heat flux to liquid phase which results in
a vaporization of liquid

F., fraction of heat flux from vapor phase to wall which results
in condensation of vapor

F -, fraction of interphase heat flux which results in vaporization
of liquid

F , fraction of interphase heat flux which results in condensation
of vapor

f Moody friction factor

f Moody friction factor for phase "a"

f Moody friction factor for vapor phase

f. Moody friction factor for liquid phase

vii



G total mass flux

G mass flux of vapor phase

G mass flux of liquid phase

g acceleration due to gravity

h mixture enthalpy

h enthalpy of liquid phase

h enthalpy of saturated vapor

h enthalpy of saturated liquid

h- enthalpy of vaporization

h_ single phase free or forced convection heat transfer coefficient

h coefficient for heat transfer between vapor phase and liquid phase

h. coefficient for heat transfer between the wall and the fluid
w

h coefficient for heat transfer between the wall and phase "a"

h coefficient for heat transfer between the wall and the vapor phase

h coefficient for heat transfer between the wall and the liquid phase
h - coefficient for heat transfer between ths liquid-vapor interface

and the liquid

h 7 coefficient for heat transfer between the liquid-vapor interface
and the vapor

k thermal conductivity

k thermal conductivity of phase "a"

k. thermal conductivity of vapor phase

k. thermal conductivity of liquid phase

viii



Nu Nusselt number

P pressure

p probability of film boiling

P probability of nucleate boiling

Pr Prandtl number

Pr Prandtl number for vapor phase
g

Pr Prandtl number for liquid phase
16

6 heat flux between wail and fluid

q_u_ critical heat flux

q heat flux between vapor phase and liquid phase
g*.

q 1 heat flux between liquid -vapor interface and liquid phase

q _ heat flux between liquid-vapor interface and vapor phase

q wall heat transfer rate per unit volume

q interphase heat transfer rate per unit voluue

qw heat transfer rate between wall and liquid phase per
unit volume

q heat transfer rate between wall and vapor phase per
unit volume

q . heat transfer rate between wall and liquid phase per unit
volume which heats the liquid

q o heat transfer rate between wall and liquid phase per unit
volume which vaporizes liquid

q ,, heat transfer rate between vapor phase and the wall per unit
volume which condenses vapor

q,y heat transfer rate between vapor phase and wall per unit
volume which cools the vapor

ix



q interphase heat transfer rate per unit volume which heats the liquid

q , interphase heat transfer rate per unit volume which vaporizes liquid

q , interphase heat transfer rate per unit volume which condenses vapor

q _ interphase heat transfer rate per unit volume which cools the vapor

R radius of control volume

R radius of inner core in annular or inverse annular flow

Re Reynolds number

Re. interphase Reynolds number for phase "a"

Re Reynolds number for phase "a" for wall terms

Re particle Reynolds number

r mean radius for bubble or drop

T temperature

T a temperature of phase "a"

T. film temperature

T temperature of vapor phase

Tg temperature of liquid phase

T saturation temperature

T w wall temperature

wall temperature at point of critical heat flux



V control volume

V superficial vapor phase velocity
sg

V superficial liquid phase velocity

v velocity

v a velocity of phase "a"

v^ velocity of vapor phase

v velocity of liquid phase

v molecular velocity

We . critical Weber number
crit

x thermodynamic quality

o vapor volume fraction

6 film thickness

6 film thickness of vapor phase

<5 film thickness of liquid phase

pipe roughness

E Reynolds flux
o

angle subtending chord along liquid surface in separated
horizontal flow

viscosity

u viscosity of vapor phase



V viscosity of liquid phase
At

u viscosity of water at standard conditions
w

p density

"a"p density of phase "a

P. density of air at standard conditions

p density of continuous phase

p density of vapor phase
o

P. density of liquid phase

P w density of water at standard conditions

P density of vapor phase at saturation pressure
gs

P, density of liquid phase at saturation pressure

a surface tension

o surface tension for air-water at standard conditions

xii



1. INTRODUCTION

The description of two phase flow is important in the analysis of the loss-

of-coolant accident as well as in the analysis of many important industrial processes.

Recent approaches have included the description of two phase flow with two sets of

transport equations, one for the liquid and one for the vapor. The class of

theories which use two equation sets to describe unequal phase velocity and

unequal phase temperature but assume equal phase pressures will be referred to

herein as UVUT theories. Examples of such theories are given by Boure et al

(1971) and Harlow and Amsden (1974). These theories are more mechanistic than

i;qual velocity, equal temperature (EVET) theories and consequently require more

and different type of correlations than EVET theories. The purpose of this paper

is to present a complete set of correlations which can be used with UVUT theories

to close these equation sets. In particular, these correlations have been used in

the SSUVUT lai and SLOOP *•** computer programs. These programs describe one-

dimensional flow, the first being steady state and the second being transient.

Both of these programs are based upon UVUT theories. The UVUT theories require

correlations (or models) which describe wall and interpfcase mass transfer, friction,

momentum transfer, and heat transfer. These correlations are dependent on the

geometry of the flow regime present and, thus, models for '"he flow regimes must be

included. Correlations (or models) are presented in this paper to describe the

following:

1) flow regime

2) friction force

3) intrinsic velocity -•-

4) heat transfer regime and CHF correlations

5) heat transfer correlations

6) energy partition functions.

[a]
Computer programs developed by Aerojet Nuclear Company



Flow regime maps are used primarily to determine which friction models

are selected. Flow regimes are also used in the determination of heat transfer

regimes. In some cases, such as dispersed flow, the heat transfer regimes determine

the flow regime. The intrinsic velocity model currently used in the calculation of

interphase momentum transfer is the same for all flow regimes. Energy partition

functions are used to determine the fraction of heat transferred which goes into

nonequilibrium effects, such as subcooled boiling.



2. FLOW REGIME MAPS

The source terms in the UVUT equations are flow regime dependent, so that

proper evaluation of these terms (in particular the friction terms) requires that

the flow regime in the control volume be known. The flow regime in general is a

function of the phase velocities, densities, and viscosities, the vapor fraction,

the flow direction, the heat flux to the fluid, interphase heat transfer, the

geometry of the confining walls, and transient and convective momentum and energy

effects. The published flow regime maps do not take into account all of these

variables. In fact, the published flow regime maps are usually for cocurrent upward flow

or horizontal, one-dimensional, steady state, isothermal flow. Some limited experi-

mental results and analytical models (Wallis, 1969) have been presented for counter-

current flow. Although the model presented here is based on published steady state

flow regime maps, simple analytical models can be used to predict flow

regime transitions. Kordyban and Ranov (1970), for example, have presented a model for

the transition between stratified and slug flows which agrees well with experimental

data. Govier and Aziz (1972, p. 389) have presented a model for transition between

bubble and slug flows. Transient and convective effects can be. included through use of

analytical models. Future versions of these flow regime maps are intended to include

these effects. The flow regime maps which are used are based on those presented in

the literature by Bennett et al. (1965) for vertical flow and Baker (1954) for horizon-

tal flow. These maps have been modified in a simple manner to include the effects of

heat transfer and countercurrent flow. Three-dimensional effects have not been accounted

for but three-dimensional flows with many imbedded stationary surfaces can probably be

accounted for with appropriate modifications of the flow regime maps presented here.



2.1 Geometry of the Flow Regimes Considered

The flow regimes considered in the present UWT correlation model are described in

in this section.

2.1.1 Single Phase. Single phase fluid is assumed if the vapor volume fraction

a is zero (all liquid) or unity (all vapor).

2.1.2 Annular and Inverse Annular Flow. Annular flow is viewed as one phase

flowing in the central cylindrical region of a cylindrical pipe with the other phase

flowing in the annulus formed by the central cylindrical region and the pipe walls.

Normal annular flow has vapor in the center region and water on the wall. Inverse

annular flow has water in the center region and vapor on the wall. Presumably,

inverse annular flow can only occur in the presence of a hot wall which would pro-

hibit liquid from staying on the wall. Annular flow in noncylindrical geometries

could be represented with effective hydraulic diameters. In three-dimensional

geometries, the concept of annular flow may become indistinguishable from stratified

flow or inverse annular flow. The major differences in flow regimes may be whether

the two phases arc each essentially contiguous or whether one of them is dispersed

in the other. Differences calculated in the friction forces between annular and

stratified flows may be inconsequent"al when UVUT theory is applied, but remains to

be confirmed.

2.1.3 Dispersed Flow (Also known as Mist or Droplet Flow). Dispersed flow as

used here refers to a flow pattern in which liquid droplets are dispersed in a

continuous gas phase. In adiabatic systems, an increase in the vapor flow rate for

annular flow causes the liquid film flow to become turbulent. A further increase

in the vapor flow increases the entrainment rate, with the liquid film eventually



breaking up completely. If an external heat source is presenc, dispersed flow is

also possible in the transition and stable film boiling heat transfer regimes. When

a heat source is present, the transition from dispersed flow to inverse annular flow

is assumed to depend on the volume fraction of vapor. If the vapor volume fraction

is less than 0.2, inverse annular flow is assumed.

2.1.4 Countercurrent Flow. If the velocities of both phase are of opposite sign,

annular flow is assumed. Inverse annular flow is assumed (vapor on the wall, liquid centei

core) if the wall temperature, T , is greater than or equal to the wall temperature

which corresponds to critical heat flux, T i_. Normal annular flow (liquid on wall,

vapor center core) is assumed if the wall temperature is less than T ™,.
CHr

2.1.5 Stagnation. Stagnation is specified as both phases being stagnant. A total

mass flux of zero with the phases moving in the opposite direction qualifies as

countercurrent flow. Stagnation in a horizontal pipe is different than in a

vertical pipe. Stagnation in a horizontal pipe is viewed as a completely separated

geometry with liquid on the bottom and vapor on the top. Such stagnation is consis-

tent with the Baker (1954) regime map for horizontal flow and low velocity. Stagnation in.

vertical pipe is viewed as a uniform distribution of bubbles in the liquid phase.

2.1.6 Bubble Flow. This flow regime assumes that bubbles are uniformly distributed

in a continuous liquid phase. The bubble phase is in contact with the wall. The

area of each phase in contact with the wall is assumed to be proportional to the

corresponding volume fractions.



2.1.7 Slug Flow (Plug Flow"). Slug flow is viewed as a regime with the wall covered

with liquid. The gas phase is distributed as large elongated slugs in a continuous liquid.

This regime is approximated as annular flow for the purpose of computing interfacial

friction and interphase heat transfer.

2.1.8 Froth Flow (Churn Flow). Froth flow occurs when the phase velocity difference

is too great to support slug flow but not large enough to give annular flow. The flow

is turbulent with the vapor bubbles having irregular shapes. This regime is approximated

as bubble flow.

2.1.9 Stratified Flow. Stratified flow is considered only in horizontal pipes.

The flow is assumed to be completely separated with liquid on the bottom and vapor on

the top.

2.1.10 Flow Regimes Not Explicitly Considered. Annular dispersed flow is a flow

regime with a liquid film on the wall and gas center region with droplets distributed

in the gas phase. This flow regime occurs during the transition from annular to dis-

persed flow. (Govier and Aziz, 1972, p 416). This regime is inconsistent with the two

component UVUT theories since three velocities are required to describe the flow:

1) the liquid film; 2) the gas core; and 3) the liquid droplets. This regime is ap-

proximated here as annular flow with all the liquid assumed to be in the wall film.

Studies (Farman and McFadden, 1974) have shown that in steady state this assumption is

adequate.



Wispy Annular flow (Bennett et al., 1965) is similar to annular dispersed flow,

except that the liquid fraction entrained is Jess than in annular dispersed flow,

and the liquid is entrained as large agglomerates as opposed to small droplets. The

region identified as wispy-annular on Bennett's map is treated as annular flow here.

For horizontal flow, Baker (1954) and Govier (1972) include two flow regimes

which have been combined here with other flow regimes. These regimes are wave

flow and elongated bubble (plug) flow. Wave flow is combined with separated flow

because both are similar. An effective interface roughness is used in the separated

flow model which is due to surface waves so that, in effect, both of these regimes

are assumed to have waves. Elongated bubble is combined with slug flow. Both of these

regimes are transitions between bubble and separated flow, so that the differences

between these flow regimes are assumed to be insignificant.

One flow regime which should be included in future refinements is separated

vertical flow. This regime can occur between two heated walls when one is dry and the

other wetted.

Most of the flow regimes discussed in this section can occur in flow in an in-

clined pipe as well as in a vertical or horizontal pipe. In the UVUT code, all

inclined pipes are treated as vertical pipes for the purpose of determining flow

regimes.

2.2 Method of Flow Regime Selection

The method used to select the flow regime is shown in Figure (2.1). If the

fluid is single phase, the determination is complete. The fluid is next checked

for countercurrent flow which automatically puts the fluid in one of the two



Is Flow Single Phase ?

1 No

Yes Vapor
Liquid

Jls Flow Counter-current?
Yes

No

:s T... > T,£ 'CHF

Yes

Yes

Annular Flow
Tw-TCHF V oP° r o n

TW<TC H F Liquid on Wall

a > 0 . 2 Dispersed
a < 0.2 Inverse Annular (vapor on wall)

No

Is Flow Horizontal ?

No

| Is Flow Stagnant ?
Yes

Vertically Stognont Flow |

No

Check Which Region Flo<s is \n According to
the Bennett Map Coor jinates G vs a

Bubble
Slug
Fioth
Annular

Flow Is Horizontal

I
I Is Flow Stognont f

No

Yes
H Horizontally Stognant Flow

Check Which Region Flow is in According to

Baker Mop Coordinates K,Gg vs K2 £ l

Stratified °
Slug
Annula?
Bubbis

ANC-&-4TIT

Figure 2.1 Plow Repime Selection I.op.ic



annular flow regimes. Next, the critical heat flux condition is checked. If the

wall temperature is greater than tbs L_mperature corresponding to critical heat

flux, T , then no Unuid exists on the wall so that the flow is either dispersed

or inverse annular. The method of determining Tou_ is described in Section 6.3

The orientation of the pipe is next determined. If it is vertical or inclined, the

Bennett (1956) flow regime map is used unless the flow is stagnant. Stagnation is

4 . 2
assumed if the total mass flow is less than 1x10 lbin/ft -hr. If the flow is

horizontal, the Baker (1954) flow regime map is used unless the flow is stagnant.

Again, stagnation is assumed if the total mass flow is less than lxlC lbm/ft -hr.

These two flow regime maps are described in the following sections.

This selection of flow regime would have to be extended to better describe

flow in inclined pipes and three dimensional flows.

2.3 Bennett Flow Regime Map for Vertical Flow

Bennett's flow regime map (Bennett, et al., 1965) is based on visual studies

of water-steam flowing upward in a vertical tube. Bennett plotted the results

using the coordinates of the total mass flux, G, versus the thermodytiamic quality,

x, defined as

G = a P g v
g + (1-ct) p £ v" (2.1)

where

a = volume fraction of steam,

P = thermodynamic density of phase "a"
Si

va = velocity of phase "a".

x = . ls (2.2)
hf8



where h •» mixture enthalpy,

h = saturation enthalpy of the liquid at the mixture
pressure, and

h = enthalpy of vaporization at mixture pressure.

Figure (2.2) represents data obtained at 1000 psia in a 0.5-inch-ID circular conduit.

Bennett's map is believed to be more independent of pressure if the thermodynamic

quality "x" is converted to the volume fraction, a. The relation between quality

and a is a unique expression at constant pressure and for the range 0 <_ x <_ 1 Is

given by
X

•i . m

PV
X

(2.3)

where p = thermodynamic density of phase "a" at saturation pressure
38

The original regime map by Bennett (1965) is shown in Figure (2.2), and the

modified flow regime map is shown in figure (2.3). The flow regime boundaries have

been approximated by straight lines in Figure (2.3). The map shown in Figure (2.3)

is assumed to be valid for vertical cocurrent upflow and downflow. The flow regime

boundary between annular and bubble flows is maintained at a = 0.24 for mass fluxes

6 2
above 3x10 lbm/ft -hr even though data are not reported beyond this value by Bennett.

The upper boundary of annular and wispy annular flow in Figure (2.2) separates those

regions from post CHF conditions. In Figure (2.3), these two regions are treated

as annular flow except when CHF is exceeded, as mentioned previously, in which case

they are treated as post CHF flow.

10
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-2.4 Baker Flow Regime Map for Horizontal Flow

The flow regime map of Baker (1954), ?hown in Figure (2.4), is used as a basis

for determining flow regimes for horizontal flow. Scott (1963, p 209) pointed out

that the flow regime boundaries are independent of tube diameter for tube sizes

greater than one inch (based on gas-oil data) but that these legime boundaries will

tend to change rapidly as diameters decrease below one inch.

The coordinates of the Baker map are dependent on the mass velocity of the

vapor, G (ordinate) and the ratio of the liquid mass velocity, G., to the vapor

mass velocity (abcissa). The coordinates are

X

where

G , G.
2 and £-i -

ap v 8

6

= (1-eO

(2

(2

(2

(»

• 4)

• 5)

• 6)

• 7)

a = surface tension

V = absolute viscosity.

Subscripts "A" and "W" refer to air and water properties evaluated at standard

atmospheric conditions of 60°F and 14.65 psia. [p = 0.075 lbm/ft3, p = 62.3 lbm/ft3,

o w = 73 dynes/cm,u = 1 centipoise (Baker, 1954)].

Approximations made to facilitate coding of the Baker map are:

(1) Wavy and stratified flow are grouped as stratified (separated)

flow.

(2) The plug flow regime is grouped with the slug flow regime.

(3) The flow regime boundaries were linearized in log-log coordinates.

The modified Baker map is given in Figure (2.5).

13
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2.5 Alternate Regime Maps (Govier, 1972)

An alternate set of flow regime maps ,-is available from Govier (1972)

and is based on cocurrent air-water flow in a tube.

The coordinates for Govier's horizontal flow map are superficial velocities,

Vs£ = (l-a) v
l (2.9)

V = av8. (2.10)

As on the Baker map, stratified and wavy flow have been combined as stratified

(separated) flow, and elongated bubble and slug flows have been combined as slug flow.

The map as modified here is given in Figure (2.6).

The vertical flow regime map has modified superficial velocities- as co-

ordinates, given by

YVs£ and XVsg (2.11)

where Y . H-iU-&jj (2.12)

and x - I- 6 1 Y. (2.13)

Subscripts "W" and "A" mean water and air properties, respectively, and

standard atmospheric conditions. A modified Govier flow regime map for vertical

flow is shown in Figure (2,7). On this map, the flow regime boundaries are

approximated as straight lines.
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2.6 Summary of Flow Regimes

The flow regimes which are used to compute flow regime dependent terms

are summarized. In all cases (unless noted differently), che vapor fraction

ranges from 0 to 1, and T is less than T_™ (? C H F is defined in Section 6.3)

1) Single phase liquid a =» 0

2) Bubble

3) Slug

A) Froth (churn)

5) Annular (liquid on wall)

6) Single phase vapor a = 1

7) Dispersed 0.2 <_ x < 1,

8) Inverse annular (vapor wall) 0 < a < 0.2.T >

9) Stagnation (vertical)

10) Separated

11) Countercurrent ( l iquid on surface)

12) Countercurrent (vapor on surf ace) , T > T
W

13) Stagnation (horizontal)
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3. FRICTION FORCES

The flow regime maps are used primarily to determine the correct expres-

sion to be used for calculating friction. In the UVUT equations, two types of friction

forces axe considered.

The first ±s the friction force per unit volume, F , exerted on phase
Wa

"a" by a stationary- surface,

F . -A B va C3.1)
wa va wa

where

A • surface area of phase "a" in contact with the wall
[a]

per unit volume

B - stationary surface form and viscous drag.
W3

The second type of friction force F . I s due to interphase friction, and is

given by

Fab - "Sab Bab ^ " ^ (3'2)

where

A . » surface area between phases "a" and "b" per unit volume

B b • friction coefficient between phase "a" and phase "b".

[a]

The volume referred to throughout this work, is the volume available to fluid

flow. It does not Include the volume of any Imbedded objects such as fnel

rods. Therefore, all the velocities used are absolute velocities.
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For interphase terras the assumptions are

A . -A. (3.3)
ab Da

and

B = R (3.4)
ab c>a

so that

F = F
ab ba .

In order to compute the terms in Equations (3.1) and (3.2), the phase hydraulic diameter

D^ , and for dispersed flow, the particle size, r , must be known. Correlations

for 5 , B , A . , B . , D® , and r (for dispersed flow) will be presented in
W 3 WcL clD clD ^y P

this section for all flow regimes (Section 3.). Where geometrical assumptions involving

the system boundaries are required, one dimensional flow in a pipe is assumed.

Modifications are expected to be required for other confining geometries but the

pipe geometry is expected to be representative of all geometries. The control

volume for all flow regimes is taken as a cylinder of radius R and length Ax and

is given by

V = TTR2AX . (3.5)

The geometrical representations for annular flow and separated flow are given

in Figures (3.1) and (3.2^ respectively. For other types of two phase flow,

such as bubble, froth and dispersed drops, the dispersed phase is assumed to

be made up of uniform size droplets or bubbles uniformly distributed in the

continuous phase.
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Figure 3.2 Assumed Separated Flow Geometry
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3.1 Phase Surface Area in Contact With Wall Per Unit Volume

The phase surface area in contact with the wall per unit control

volume is given by

A » area of wall in contact w£th. phase "a" (3.6)
total fluid volume

This quantity is calculated for all the total fluid volume flow regimes in

Section 2. in the following.

3.1.1 Single Phase Flow Regimes

£ „ 2nRgx _ 4.

where

D = 2R .

3.1.2 Bubble. Froth, Dispersed, and Vertical Stagnation Regimes

The bubble, froth, dispersed, and vertical stagnation flow regimes are

all assumed to be similar and the equations used to represent the area of each phase

in contact with the wall are based on this area being proportional to the volume

fraction of each phase. For a homogeneously and isotropically distributed mixture,

the volume fraction of each phase is equal to the area fraction. Therefore, the wall

area in contact with the gas phase is CS2TTRAX SO that the wall area per unit volume is

j aZTTRAx _ 4a

Similarly, for the l iqu id ,

2TTRAX 4 ( l -a ) ,„ -.
2 " " " n ' . C3.9)

TTR ax
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The assumption that the dispersed phase is uniformly distrib-

uted in the continuous phase is a good approximation for adiabatic flow, but

is in error when certain types of heat transfer from or to the stationary sur-

face is considered. For example, changes in &vl should be made for the following

conditions:

(1) Surface nucleate boiling. In this case most of the vapor bubbles are

adjacent to the wall and not distributed throughout the continuous liquid

phase. Thus Equation (3.8) understimates A and Equation (3.9) overestimates A .
wg wx

(2) Stable film boiling. For stable film boiling when the liquid is dis-

persed droplets (a>0.2 assumed here), the dispersed drops do not touch

the wall, so that A should be the same as for single phase vapor. In

this case, Equation (3.8) underestimates A and Equation (3.9) overestimates A ..

3.1.3 Annular. Slug, and Countercurrent (Liquid on foall) Flow Regimes. All

these regimes are treated as annular flow with liquid in contact with the wall.

The liquid area per unit volume is

T 2TTRAX 4 ,. ...
Aw*=-2~°D (3-10)

TTR AX

and for the gas phase,

A = 0
wg

3.1.4 Inverse Annular and Countercurrent (Vapor on Wall) Flow Regimes. Both

of these flow regimes are treated as inverse annular flow with vapor on the wall.

The vapor area per unit volume is

A
w =—2~ =5- (3.11a)
W g irRZflx D
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and for the liquid phase

\e " ° (3.11b)

3.1.5 Separated and Horizontal Stagnation Regimes

The separated flow regime and the horizontal stagnation re-

gime are assumed to be similar. The wall area per unit volume is related to

the angle 6 defined in Figure (3.2). This angle is related to the volume frac-

tion of the gas phase by,

j _ a s volume of the liquid phase

trR2fix

[ 6 2 II 8 6)1
[27 nR - 2JY R sin y R cos yj J Ax1 a

nR Ax

2if(l-a) = 8 - sin 6 (3.12)

where 9 is in radians.

Since Equation (3.12) is a transcendental fuction, 6 cannot be written explicitly

in terms of a but it can be solved for numerically.

The wall area of the gas phase per unit volume is

and for the liquid phase
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3.2 Interphase Surface Area Per Unit Control Volume

The interphase surface area per unit control volume is. computed from

A . = surface area between gas and liquid ,_

TTR fix

3.2.1 Single Phase. Since only one phase is present

A
gi = °. (3-15)

3.2.2 Bubble, Froth, Dispersed, and Vertical Stagnation Regimes. The

interphase surface area for these flow regimes is dependent on the number of particles

in the control volume, and the size of these particles. The particles in the dispersed

phase are assumed to be spherical. The calculation of the average particle radius,

r , is described in Section 3.5.
P

a) Bubbly flow: the number of bubbles in bubbly flow in a control

volume of volume fraction a is

_ 3a. R \ K . (3.16)

~ 4 3
rp

The interfacial area per unit volume for these particles is given by

N4irr2

A j, - 2
 P - 3 ~ (3.17)

8 TTR2AX rp

The total number of bubbles is limited by the maximum packing which in turn limits

the area. No limit fr- this effect is included other than the flow regime maps which

are assumed to exclude selection of the bubbly flow regime for large values of a.

Similar comments apply for dispersed flow for low values of a .
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b) Dispersed flow: the interphase area for dispersed flow may be

jbtained from Equation (3.17) by replacing a by 1 - a to obtain

7V (3.18)

c) Froth and Vertical Stagnation Regimes: for these regimes, A , is

[assumed to agree with the bubbly regime when a <_ 0.5 and with ths dispersed regime

fvhen « "- 0.5.

! P
a < 0.5

a > 0. 5

(3.19)

3.2.3 Annular, Slug, and Countercurrsnt (Liquid on Hall) Flow
Regimes. The interphase surface area for annular flow is dependent

; on the film thickness. Figure (3.1) shows that the interphase surface area is given by

r Che area of the inner cylinder of radius R, avi length Ax; that is,

2trR Ax 2R
(3.20)

For a liquid film, the radius of the vapor volume center core fraction is re-

lated to o by

a * C3.21)

so that Rĵ  - Va~' R. The area per unit volume is



T 2TTV/CT R-Ax _ 4 y T ,
AEfc = 2 H T C3>22)

g
 TTR -Ax

3.2.4 Inverse Annular and Countercurrent (Vapor on Wall) Flow Regimes. For a

vapor film, the radius of the liquid volume center core fraction is related to the

volume fraction of gas as

R.2

wR fix R

so that R = Vl-a' R. The area per unit volume is

R Ax

3.2.5 Separated and Horizontal Stagnation Regimes. From Figure (3.2) the

interphase surface area for separated flow is seen to be dependent on the angle 6

determined in Equation (3.12) and the pipe radius,

A - 2RAxSln (9/2) _ 4 Sin (8/2)

* 2 " ™

3.3 Stationary Surface Friction Coefficients and Wall Hydraulic Diameters

Correlations for surface friction coefficients should depend on the system

parameters and not the independent variables such as space and time. The friction

factors presented here comply with this requirement since steady state incompressible

friction correlation are assumed to apply without modification to .the transient

compressible situation. The coefficient IJ is related to the correct expression
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for pipe flow. Lt ia written in terms, of the. hydraulic diameter and the result-

ing expression ia then assumed to apply to other geometries: as. long as the

hydraulic diameter Is used. TBe expression for the pressure drop, ̂ , in a

straight, constant area, circular pipe may- Be written In the form

where

dx p 2D

f =» friction factor corresponding to a laminer value of 64/Re

p * fluid density

v *= velocity

D = diameter

Re * Reynolds number.

The momentum equation for a single phase incompressible, steady state fluid

from Solbrig aud Hughes, (1975), consistent with Equation (3.1) may be written

as

f- --A B va
dx wa wa

The area per unit volume i s

- 2TTRAX 4_

Wa " * 2 t e = ° •

A combination of these three equations yields

B

wa

The Fanning friction factor ff Is defined as f- - hi. I t Is used with an

equation for pressure drop which. Is correspondingly modified as
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Although A and 3 are specified independently, the quantity of importance is

the product of these two expressions.

The form for B is extended to other geonetries and flow re-
wa

gimes by

B . f» °'KI C3.26,
wa 8

where f is an appropriately defined friction factor and p is the thermo—
a a

dynamic density of phase "a". The friction factor, f, is a function of the

Reynolds number and wall roughness for flow in a pipe (Knudsen and Katz, 1958).

The well known Moody diagram is used as a basis for the friction factor for

all flow regimes with an appropriate definition of the friction factor. The

basic Moody diagram is modified for use here as described in the following.

In laminar flow In a round tube the friction factor is in-

dependent of wall roughness and is given by

e
w

where Re is the Reynolds numbers of phase "a". The Reynolds number is given

by

D a v a p
K

w u
a
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where ua is. the viscosity of phase "a" and D is the hydraulic diameter of

phase "a" in contact with, the wall. Thus for laminar flow,

8paB - — ~ 03.29)

The coefficient, B , is calculated rather than f to elim-wa a

ate the problem of the singularity in f encountered at v a = 0.

In turbulent flow, the friction factor is determined from the

Colebrook formula (Colebrook, 1938),

- = - 0.86 In 2.51

3.7 D a Rea JF~w w il a

(3.30)

where e is the pipe roughness in terms of an average length of roughness pro-

trusion and In is the natural logarithm.

To ensure that a unique solution is achieved, we require that

the friction factor be monotonic and continuous for given pipe roughness. A

model which meets these requirements is sketched in Figure (3.3). If Re a >4000,
w

turbulent flow fs assumed to exist. In the transition region between lam-

inar and turbulent flow$ a horizontal straight line is drawn, connecting the

turbulent frictiou factor at a Reynolds number of 4000 with the laminar fric-

tion factor curve. The intersection of this horizontal line with the laminar

friction factor is a function of pipe roughness and lies in the approximate
range 800 < R e

a < 1600.w

Experimental evidence (Knudsen and Katz, 1958, Chapter 7)

supports extending Equation (3.30) to othar geometries by using the hydraulic

diameter defined as
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4 flog area ~
w ~ vetted perimeter.

The use of Equation (3.27) for other geometries i3 known to be incorrect because

it is geometry dependent. The form remains constant but the coefficient changes.

The error incurred in using this equation for all geometries is assumed small.

These equations are further extended to UVUT flow by defining the hydraulic

diameter of phase "a" in contact with the wall as:

a 4 flow area of phase "a" (3.32)
•w * wetted perimeter of phase "a" in contact with

the wall

The reasonableness of this approach can be seen in Figure (3.4) for annular

flow. A fit of experimental data of wall friction factors is compared to the

laminar friction factor and the Blasuis equation (Knudsen and Katz, 1958, Chapter 7),

The Blasius equation is a good fit to Equation (3.30) for large Reynolds number

and smooth pipes. The definition of the wall friction factor is consistent with

the definition used in the UVUT theories and represents only the force on the wall.

The assumption that friction factors can be used to represent the

shear stress at the wall even during a transient has been investigated by Slattery

(1972, p 182) for a simple problem. The basic assumption involved is that the

shear at the wall can be related to the average velocity in the pipe. An approxi-

mation is involved here because many different velocity profiles can have the same

average velocity. If the flow situations are restricted to cases for which the

profiles are similar, this assumption is reasonable. In order to investigate the

approximation involved in using steady state friction factors, Slattery obtained
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a solution with a pressure gradient imposed on an incompressible fluid initially

at rest. He solved the problem two ways. The firsr involved the exact solution

of the equation

where v is the velocity in the axial direction x and r is the radial direction.

The second involved the solution of the equation

where

vrdrd6
2ir «

/

o • o

f " Re

R = radius of the pipe

The solutions are presented in Figure (3.5) in terms of the average velocity

as a function of time.

The conclusion reached by Slattery is that the friction factor approach

underestimates transient instantaneous wall shear for all times for accelerating flow

and hence the velocity is higher than that computed from the axact solution.

Slattery concluded that the 20 to 25 percent disagreement (average) for 2 > 0.04
PK.

is satisfactory for many enineering applications. If this trend holds in gen-

eral for laminar and turbulent multiphase transient flows, then velocities

calculated from UVUT theories would be higher than actually encountered for acceler-

ating flows. Lower velocities may result for decelerating flow,
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In order to use the UVUT friction factor model, the appropriate

hydraulic diameter must be used. The present models for the various flow regimes

are presented in the following and are based on Equation (3.32).

3.3.1 Single Phase Flow Regimes. The hydraulic diameter is, of course, just

the pipe diameter

3.3.2 Bubble, Froth. Dispersed, and Vertical Stagnation Regimes. The geometry

for each phase explained in Section 3.1.2 implies that for the gas phase,

and for the liquid phase

3.3.3 Annular« Slug, and Countercurrent (Liquid on Wall) Flow Regimes. The

wall hydraulic diameter for the liquid is

Since the gas phase la not in contact with the wall, D 8 is not needed-
w

3.3.4 Inverse Annular and Countercurrent (Vapor on Wall) Flow Regimes. Vapor

is in contact with the wall in this flow regime so that

The liquid phase is not in contact with the wall, so D " is not needed

w



3.3.5 Separated and Horizontal Stagnation Regimes. The geometry of this

regime has been derived in Section 3.1.5 where 6 was related to a in Equation (3.12)

The wall hydraulic diameter for the gas phase is

2TT-6

2iTaD .

2^6 ( 3 - 4 0 )

and for the liquid phase

rl _ 4 (1 - a) TTR2

h
2ir(l-a) D

9 ' (3.41)

The ratio of the hydraulic diameter of the gas phase to the tube diameter is

plotted in Figure (3.6) for illustrative purposes.

3.4 Interphase Fricftion Coefficients and Interphase Hydraulic Diameter

A consistent definition of the interphase coefficients is

f p I a *'

Bab = * 8 " V ( 3 - 4 2 )

*
where v is the velocity at the interface between the two phases.

The interface velocity may be solved for by requiring that the sum of

the interface friction forces is zero
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Figure 3.6 Hydraulic Diameter for Separated Flow
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£ * a
The assumption is made that vB>v >v and Equation (3.42) is substituted into

Equation ( ) , then

is solved, where

F(v*) » 0

a * 2 5 * 2
F - V g (v v - V * (v v }

or

If the products f.p. are assumed independent of velocity, then the solution for

*
v is e o , e t

Only one of these roots is physically real as seen in the following. Since F is a

quadratic function in v , it car. have only one maximum or minimum. The derivative is

~* = 2 (fR
PR " V * ) V * -2(f

E
P
2
vS-f£PZvJ') .

if the derivative is evaluated at vg and v, then

dF e o o
— A (ve) = -2f p (vB - v ) <0
dv

Since the derivative has the same sign at these two points, no maximum or min-

imum can occur between these two points. A solution does occur between these

two points because

F(vB) =-fApK. (v _ v8) <Q
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The root desired is. obtained by evaluating the root for any convenient set ol cjiulliions

such as v B = 2v and f p = 2f p
8 g * *

so that v* = (3+V2") v*

Therefore, the negative root is required in order to satisfy the original assumption

LhaL v -"V*>v so that in general

7* =-^-

In the degenerate case when f p = f p Lt HoRoital's THIP ran be used to

evaluate Equation (3.43) as

* 1 a 0

| (vg + v

Equation (3.43) is a general solution and is also obtained when v <v <v .

Similar expressions could be obtained for laminar flow or combinations of laminar

and turbulent flow. Whan f ~fj> v =v^, and p <<p , then v ~v .
8 g x.

The interphase Reynolds number is based on the interface velocity as a

reference velocity and is defined for each phase as

ya

The friction factor for each flow regime is Identified in the following. Tin-

general observation is made that the modified Moody diagram (Figure 'J.'J; la ua

in annular and separated type flow regimes and that friction factors or drag

coefficients obtained for flow over spheres is used for dispersed type flow regimes.
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3.4.1 Single Phase Flow. No interphase friction occurs for single phase

flow so

B . = 0 (3.45)
ab

3.4.2 Bubble. Froth. Dispersed, and Vertical Stagnation Regimes. In all

these flow regimes, the friction models used are based on the assumption that the

continuous fluid is flowing over a rigid sphere. The equation used in the

literature for the force on a submerged object is

F = C DA pP c4 <3-"

where F = the force on the submerged object

C_ = the drag coefficient

A = the projected area of the object on a plane normal to
the flow direction

p c = the density of the. continuous, phase.

U = the velocity of the fluid relative to the object.

The commonly used drag coefficient must be related to the friction factor used in

this study. Equation (3 46) can be written as

to express the force per unit volume in a control volume with many submerged objects

of the same size and shape, where

F m the force per unit volume between the continuous and dis-
persed phases in the control volume V .

ACD = the total area between the continuous and dispersed phases
in the control volume V

c
A m the surface area of a single particle
C
v • the velocity of the continuous phase

and v <• the velocity of the dispersed phase .

In this equation the velocity of the dispersed phase is assumed to be the interface

velocity. 4 2



In general, the friction factor can be identified with

fC = f 4 CD. (3'48a)

2 2
In particular, for the case of spheres (A = nr and A = 4irr )

f = C_ (3.48b)

c D .

The force F is evaluated as F = - FCI). The form for CD is taken from a

fit of experimental data for flow over spheres (Clift and Gauvin, 1971)

f - 24 h . 0 15 Re°-
6871 + ^

fCD- Rep L
1 °-15 % \ +

 1 + 4 2 5 x 104 Re-1.16 . (3,49 )

The use of the friction coefficient B . eliminates the singularity difficulty in

So-

using f. when the velocities are equal. The particle Reynolds number is defined as

Re J v C - v D l 2 V c (3.50)
P U

where the interpha' • hydraulic diameter is D. = 2r .

int p

The range over which Equation (3.50) is valid has been investigated by Clift and

Gauvin (1971) and found to be Re < 10 . This function is plotted in Figure (3.7)

and appears to be reasonable to use for all Reynolds numbers. For low Reynolds

numbers, the function approaches the theoretical stokes solution and at large

Reynolds number it approaches a constant value of 0.42. The friction factors are

noted to be much higher than pipe friction factors for the same Reynolds number,

except at low Reynolds numbers. In fact, the fully developed friction factor would

correspond to a relative roughness of D /E = 1.59 on Figure (3.3).
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3.4.3 Annular, Slug, Countercurrent (Liquid on Wall) Flow Regimes. All of

these regimes are treated as an annular flow geometry. The interphase friction

can be written for the gas center core for steady state as (Wallis, 1969)

2Cc.pJ v - v (v
s - v )

3x g
int

(3.51)

where Cf. is the Fanning friction factor. Since U^. = D VcTj this equation can

be written as

3D f . P V - V (VB - V )
- j £ , i Pi1 fi ! (3.52)

3 x 2DVS"

where f. = 4C .

The gas phase momentum equation neglecting a l l terms except the pressure drop and

the interphase f r ic t ion is

F ; = J f = A B ( ( v 8 - v * ) (3.53)
i,1 3x gK, gX.

vherc F . i^ the intcr^hnse f r i c t i " n fores.

Appropriate identification of the terms in this equation can be made by multi-

plying Equation (3.52) by a and substituting A & = 4VoT/D into Equation (3.53) and

equating the two expressions

exf p
g R

V8 - V (vB - v )

or I e *
f p v B - v

n - R gl
V " g (3.54)
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which is consistent with the usual definition of B ..

The viscosity of water is much higher than that of the vapor so chat a good

approximation for annular flow is to use the gas phase to evaluate the inter-

phase friction with v approximated by the velocity of the liquid. Substitu-

& n

tion or v = v into the gas phase expres

force, along with Equation (3.54) yields

tion or v = v into the gas phase expression (Equation 3.53) for the interphase

g
— - % — *£g D 8 ^v v K (3.55)

-.J

The Reynolds number is

The friction factor is evaluated from the work of Moeck (1970 pp 164 to 169) and

Wallis (1969 pp 318 to 323). (Wallis and Moeck use the Fanning friction factor

definition which is a factor of four less than the one used here. In reporting

their work in this paper, the Fanning friction factors have been converted to the

ones used here). Experimental data which these references obtained from litera-

ture covers a range of film thicknesses, 6, from 6/R = 0 to 6/R = 0.1. This

film thickness range corresponds to a range of a from 1 <_a <_ 0.81. The data re-

ported by Moeck correspond to large Reynolds numbers. If these data were plotted

on Figure (3.3), all of the data would fall in or near to the region where the

friction factor depends only on roughness and is independent of Reynolds number.

Since the friction factors are above those representing the curve for smooth pipes,

the waves and ripples on the surface of the liquid are interpreted as roughness

relative to the flow of the vapor. Consequently, to relate the experimental data

to the roughness is desirable and has been done by Wallis (1969). He represented

the data by the equation-

£ - 0.02 (1 + 300 A )
w
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liquation (3.57) also represents the data presented by Koeck (1970) adequately

although Moeck presents a different relation which is

f = 0.02 1+545 (̂ l • (3.58)

Wallis also pointed out that the equation which represents the friction factor

in the Reynolds number independent regime (Knudsen and Katz, 1958)

= 4 log T2- + 3.48 (3.59)

can be represented by the equation

f 0.02 (l + 75 /J j ) - C3.60)

Wallis concluded by comparing Equations (3.57) and (3.60) that the roughness of

the interface could be represented by

D D
w w

Figure (3.8) presents Equations (3.57) to (3.60). Equation (3.59) does differ

from Equation (3.60) with the consequence that for equal friction factors, E can

differ from 6 by as much as a factor of eight; however, four is a reasonable

approximation and will be used here. Since the experimental data only apply to

the range of 1 _> a _> 0.81, the correlation must be extended to other void fractions.

Clearly Equation (3.61) cannot hold for — > 0.2 since 0.2 is the value which would

cause the waves to span the pipe. The film thickness is related to the volume

fraction of gas by

R = 1 ~ a (3.62)
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The model adopted for determining the roughness is

i- = 4 - Q <; -
D D — D
w w w

(3.62)

§ = Q.4 0.05 < ^ <_1.0

w w

The value, 6/D = 0.05 was used as a cut off point because data do not exist

above that and the roughness is very high at this value. Annular flow would

probably not be selected by a flow regime map when 6/D is large; however, the

above model does yield reasonable values in any case. The fact that large waves

will break off as droplets and that this effect is not treated by the current

model is recoenized.

After the relative roughness has been determined, the modified Moody diagram

[(Equations (3.27) and (3.30)] is used to determine the friction factor. Equation

(3.56) is used to evaluate the Reynolds number. A correction should be made for

the effect of velocity difference on the wave height. However, since the wave

height would decrease with decreasing velocity difference and the laminar flow

friction factor, which is independent of roughness, is used for small velocity

differences, the neglect of the effect of velocity difference is probably

insignificant.

3.4.4 Inverse Annular and Countercurrent (Vapor on Wall) Flow Regimes. The

same model as used for annular flow is used to determine the wave height with the

exception that the water depth is determined from the center core radius as

- = 1 - \/l-a" (3.63)
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The relative roughness or wave height is determined from Equation (3.62). Also,

for this flow regime v is assumed to be approximated by v and the interphase

friction force is assumed to be evaluated using gas phase properties. Equations

(3.51) through (3.56) are used with a replaced by 1 - a. The Moody diagram is

used to determine the friction factor from the Reynolds number and the relative

roughness.

3.4.5 Separated and Horizontal Stagnation Regimes. The same wave height model

as used for annular flow is used for the separated and horizontal stagnation except

that the water depth is approximated from the depth at the center line. As observed

from Figure (3.2) the water depth is

| = Cl - cos f) (3.64)

where, 9 is related to a by Equation (3.12). Due to the approximations involved,

the maximum depth is used rather than an average depth which would require that

the model be refined. The relative roughness (or wave height) is determined from

Equation (3.62). The gas interphase hydraulic diameter calculated from the usual

definition is

D8

2Rsin({)

or

int , ,0>
sin Cj) (3.65)

This expression approaches infinity as a approaches unity. Since the hydraulic

diameter is used in the Reynolds number to obtain a measure of the turbulence,

Equation (3.65) is considered unrealistic either because it considers too much

fluid or too little perimeter. The assumption is made that the turbulence level

of the gas phase would be similar to that for annular flow. The preceding definition
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ia modified to include the entire perimeter of the gas. phaae. This modification

agrees with the definition used by Govier and Aziz (1972)

2

•f n t" S 2TT—O

2 R sin Gj-) + ~ ~ 2irR

ng gourR (3.66)
int " . |9, 6_

sml 2)+ TT - 2

Equation (3.44) is used as the Reynolds number definition. The interphase fric-

tion is evaluated by using the gas phase friction and approximating v by v . The

Moody diagram, Figure (3.3) is used to determine the friction factor.

3.5 Particle Radius

For all flow regimes for which a bubble or droplet diameter is required, in

the model, the following model developed by Mugele and Evans (1951) as applied by

Moeck (1970, p 136) for droplets is used. A distribution was obtained by Mugele

and Evans for the droplets in terms of the maximum droplet radius. A volume mean

droplet radius, r , was obtained as

r2" = [l + 3 a exp (1/462) + 3 a2 exp (1/d2)
rmaxmax

+ a3 exp C9/462)] 3 .

The recommended values of a and 6 are (Moeck, 1970)

a = 4

6 = 0.738

so that

( 3 ' 6 7 )

-f- = 0.06147 (3.68)
max
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The maximum particle radius, is calculated from the critical Weber number which

is defined here as-

2r P CvS-vV
Wecrit

where

p = thermodynamic density of the continuous phase
c

and

o = surface tension .

The values used for the critical Weber numbers are

We . =13 drops (3.70)
crit

We . = 1.24 bubbles . (3.71)
crit

The value for droplets is taken from a best fit of data by Moeck (1970, p 134).

The critical Weber number for bubbles is based on bubble breakup due to turbulent

flow (Sevik and Park, 1973). It is recognized that this model does not accurately

represent bubble size and growth rate during nucleate boiling, but considers only

the effect of mechanical forces on the bubble. The use of Equation (3.69) to

determine the particle size can produce large values when the velocities are nearly

equal. The value of r is limited by the radius that would be obtained if the flow

regime were annular. That is,

rp < Vl-o R (3.72)
for drops, and ~

~ 1 C3.73)

for bubbles.
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4. INTRINSIC VELOCITIES

The phase change processes of evaporation of the liquid phase and condensa-

tion of the vapor phase can occur due to energy transfer from stationary surfaces

within or bounding the flow field, energy transfer between the phases, and the

existence of a pressure change. The effect of the mass exchange process on the

"a ~a

momentum of a phase is represented by a term of the form m v. (Solbrig and Hughes,

.a -a

197 5) where m is the mass generation rate of phase "a" (from phase "b") and v. is

the intrinsic velocity of mass generation. These processes occur at the interface

betveen the phases within the control volume. In general, the interface moves with

its own intrinsic velocity v. and not with the velocity of either phase.

For unequal phase temperature fluids experiencing a pressure change, condensa-

tion and evaporation can occur due to the several processes previously mentioned.

Only one velocity is used to represent the velocity of mass generation of phase "a"

at the current Lime although use of a different velocity for each of the several

processes is conceptually possible. The intrinsic velocity v. is an unknown for

each phase. It should be related to the velocity v. and other quantities. Some

controversey exists in the literature as to whether these relations should both be

constitutive equations or whether one should be replaced with a momentum balance.

The latter view is accepted in this paper for the following reason.

When a particle of mass, m, leaves phase "a" and enters phase "b" it does not

change its center of mar>3 when changing phase. On a continuum basis, no time or

force is required to change phase. Change of phase of a mass simply means that a

different equation is used to account for the momentum of that mass. The momentum

of the mass exchanged must be conserved in the phase transition. That i3,

"a b
m v. = m v.

1 i
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or (4.1)

a b _
i» s if — tr

i 1 i

which states that the intrinsic velocities are equal. This relation would con-

flict with the assumption of setting the intrinsic velocity or a phase equal to the

velocity of the phase. That is, the relations

v* = v* (4.2)

cannot be valid except in the degenerate case for which the velocities of both phases

are always equal. Thus; the Equation (A..2) is dismissed as being, in general,

not applicable to an equal phase pressure seriated continuum.

An additional equation is necessary to relate v. to other variables. This

relation is a constitutive equation which can depend on the flow regime. This

relation will be represented by the following

v± - v4 (v±
g, v±

l) (4.3)

where g refers to the gas phase

I refers to the liquid phase

Other variables might be included in the argument list of Equation (4.3) for some flow
A

regimes. Some possibilities for the function v. are given in but not restricted

to the following:
A

1) v. • v^ when m < 0 (4.4)

I
Vi = vi w h e n m > 0

where m is the mass exchange rate of liquid into vapor.
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This relation implies that the intrinsic velocity is equal to the velocitv of

the phase that is losing mass and is the model used here.

2) v ± = v ± (4.5)

where " a " is the dispersed phase.

Equation (4.5) may be derived by considering the flow from or to a droplet uniform

in all directions. The vapor leaves the surface with a velocity relative to the

surface of

m-
v =
n p A

g

where v is the velocity normal to the surface. The average value of this velocity

in any direction is zero. Therefore, the average vapor leaves the droplet at the

velocity of the droplet.

3) v± = g v| + (1 - g) v ±
£ (4.6)

where B is a weighting factor (0 ± 3 f. 1) • This relation implies that a continuous

velocity distribution occurs between the gas and liquid phases. When g is between

zero and unity, the interface velocity is bounded by these two velocities.

A brief literature review is included in the following to summarize what other

authors have used. Panton (1968) who analyzes a gas-particle mixture assumes that

the velocity of the dispersed phase, Equation (4.5), should always be used. Green

and Naghdi (1969) and Craine, Green, and Naghdi (1970) analyze a smlticomponent

mixture and hypothesize that v. is a mean velocity which will depend on the velo-

cities of the remaining components. The simplest expression which satisfies this

hypothesis for a two phase mixture is

v* = v\ (4.7)
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This expression conflicts with Equation (4.1) except when the velocities are equal.

fal "a.

Naghdi, in a private communication, indicated that v. should also be included.

This modification would be consistent with Equation (4.6). Miiller (1968) indicates

that the momentum growth consists of two parts: 1) thermal-mechanical interactions;

and 2) phase change (chemical production). The latter portion is equivalent to the

momentum growth considered in this section. He states that v. is the velocity of the newly

created mass. The first part is presumably related to diffusive forces which are

considered nonexistent in a two phase mixture. Marble (1969) states that as a

result of condensation or vaporization at the droplet surface, mass is transferred

between the velocities of the bulk liquid and bulk vapor. Such mass transfer is con-

sistent with Equation (4.6). The particular problem he considers is liquid droplets dis-

persed in a steam environment. He states that with the assumption of no shear induced

circulatory motion, the mass exchanged at the interface has the velocity of the liquid

phase. This mass exchange is consistent with Equation (4.5).

Mecredy and Hamilton (1972) subdivide the mass exchange process into an

evaporation rate r and a condensation rate, F . These rates are related tc the

mass exchange in the present work by the relation

m - r e - r c (4.8)

Expressions from kinetic theory are used to compute T and V . The momentum

growth of the gas phase is defined by Mecredy and Hamilton as

re vi " Fc vf <4'9>

[a] Personal communication, P. M. Naghdi, University of California, Berkeley, to
J. A. Trapp, Aerojet Nuclear Company (August 1974)
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where I and g refer to the liquid phase and gas phase, respectively. These expressions

were not used in the present work because they predict that m = 0 for equal phase

temprature, which precludes a net evaporation or condensation during a pressure change

and appears to be physically unrealistic for the present work.

The conclusion which might be drawn from the literature is that no agreement

has been reached as to what this term should be; however, we believe that the con-

clusion which should be drawn is that no universal method exists for computing the

intrinsic velocity, v . The method of calculation will depend on the flow regime.

Consequently, the intrinsic velocity calculation should be done with a correlation

which is dependent on the two phase flow regime. As noted by Panton (1968) for

the case in which averages are used to eliminate solving for three dimensional

velocity distributions around single particles, an assumption, or model, regarding

the distribution of the mass exchange process around a droplet or bubble is required.

For example, if evaporation is occurring uniformly around a droplet no net effect

results on the momentum of the droplet. If condensation is occurring on one half of

the droplet and evaporation on the other half, an effect would result. However,

with only averaged information available, directional effects associated with the

mass exchange processes cannot be accounted for unless these effects are included

through correlations for v..

The model which is currently used in the SLOOP code is Equation (4.4). The

•a

m used is based on the net mass exchange between phases so that only a single

intrinsic velocity, the velocity of the phase from which the mass is coming, is

used in the momentum growth term. This model is used for all flow regimes. Other

models which have been used have been discarded because they yielded physically

unrealistic results. For example, when v was set equal to the velocity of the

dispersed phase independent of m unrealistic results were produced.
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5. HEAT TRANSFER REGIME MAPS

The OVUT theories require heat transfer coefficients and energy dis-

tribution functions which are heat transfer regime and flow regime dependent.

The heat transfer coefficients are used to determine the amount of heat which

is transferred and the energy distribution functions determine how this

energy is distributed between various processes. The heat transfer regime

selection is influenced strongly by flow regime* however, more than one heat

transfer regime may exist in one flow regime. The selection of the wall heat

transfer coefficients and energy distribution functions is dependent on the

heat transfer regime maps. The flow regime maps determine the interphase and

wall areas and the interphase heat transfer coefficient models. The heat

transfer regimes considered, the method of selecting these regimes, and a des-

cription of how the energy partition functions are used are presented in this

section. The heat transfer correlations are described in Section 6, and

the energy partition functions are described in Section 7.

The wall heat transfer regimes modeled include:

1) free convection to a phase

2) forced convection to a phase

3) subcooled and saturated nucleate pool boiling

4) subcooled and saturated nucleate flow boiling

5) forced convection vaporization

6) transition and stable film pool boiling

7) transition and stable film flow boiling
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5.1 Description of the Wall Heat Transfer Regimes

The method used to describe well known types of heat transfer in terms of the

heat transfer regimes modeled is summarized in the following.

5.1.1 Single Phase Convection. Single phase free or forced convection is the

basic heat transfer mode assumed unless other effects require that another heat

transfer regime exists such as nucleate boiling. Free convection correlations are

used for heat transfer in a phase when the velocity of that phase is effectively

zero. Forced convection correlations are used otherwise. Free convection may be

used in one phase and forced convection in the other as conditions warrant. In

the present model, convection correlations rather than correlations particular to

condensation are used when condensation occurs.

5.1.2 Subcooled and Saturated Nucleate Boiling. Nucleate boiling is characterized

by a wall temperature greater than the saturation temperature. Subcooled boiling

occurs when the average fluid temperature is less than the saturation temperature and

saturated boiling occurs when the average fluid temperature is equal to the saturation

temperature. A wall temperature greater than the saturation temperature implies that

some of the liquid must be at saturation condition and, possibly, some at superheated

liquid conditions. Liquid is in contact with the wall. Bubbles are formed at nuc-

leation sites at the wall. When the bubbles are large enough, they detach from the

wall and migrate into the liquid where they probably condense. Both nucleate pool

and flow boiling are modeled with the former occurring when the velocity of the liquid

is effectively zero. Nucleate boiling can occur in several flow regimes including

separated flow. In separated flow, the vapor may be receiving heat by forced con-

vection while the liquid in contact with the wall is experiencing nucleate boiling.

Of course, many other situations are possible in separated flow and many of these

are taken into account in the selection of the heat transfer regime.
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5.1.3 Forced Convection Vaporization. This is a heat transfer regime associated

with nucleate boiling in high void fraction annular flow. The heat transfer coefficient

is convective in nature because it is strongly flow dependent. Nucleate boiling is

assumed to be suppressed in this regime (Tong, 1965).

5.1.4 Transition Boiling. Transition boiling is a transition region between

nucleate boiling and stable film boiling.• Portions of the wall are wetted and

alternately dried out in a random oscillating manner. These oscillations give rise

to local fluctuations in the wall temperature.

5.1.5 Stable Film Boiling. Stable film boiling is characterized by the liquid

not touching the wall due to a vapor film next to the wall. The liquid may be

either continuous as in inverse annular flow, or discontinuous as in dispersed droplet

flow. No special correlation is required to describe this region. The UVUT theory

will describe this regime by free or forced convection to the vapor and a small contri-

bution to the liquid with the transition boiling correlation.

5.1.6 Partial Nucleate Boiling. The transition region between convection and

nucleate boiling is accounted for as the point where the nucleate boiling correlation

gives a larger heat flux than the convection correlation. For simplicity a partial

nucleate boiling correlation to represent the transition between these two regimes,

as summarized in Tong (1965, p 113), is not used here. Future refinements could

include such a correlation.

5.1.7 Condensation. Condensation does not require special correlations. It is

represented with convection correlations. When a liquid film is formed on the wall

as in annular flow, heat transfer from the liquid film is calculated by convection.

Heat is transferred from the vapor to the liquid by appropriate interphase processes

described in Section 6. When a dispersed flow regime is present, convection is as-

sumed to account for heat transfer to both phases. Any liquid film which is formed

by condensation is assumed to drain directly into the main body cf the liquid.
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Condensation is treated here in a much simpler manner than boiling

because a complete parallelism does not occur between boiling and condensation.

Dropwise condensation (nucleate condensation) is analogous to nucleate boiling

and film condensation is analogous to film boiling. However, Merte (1973, p 227)

pointed out that experimentally steam will condense dropwise on iietal surfaces

only under special conditions, with noble metals or special drop promoters. Film

condensation, on the other hand, can occur spontaneously on most surfaces. Merte

(1973, p 266) also pointed out that even when dropwise condensation occurs, no

corresponding peak heat flux (departure from nucleate condensation) has been ob-

served experimentally. Therefore, since only film condensation can occur, represen-

tation of condensation in terms of convection correlations is reasonable.

5.2 Method of Wall Heat Transfer Regime Selection

The method of selecting the wall heat transfer regime is shown in Figure (5.1).

Selection criteria tests are based on the relation between the wall temperature and

the phase temperatures, the volume fractions, the phase velocities, the magnitude

of the heat flux, and the flow regime. This map is based on x*all temperature (among

other variables) as an input and wall heat flux as an output. Heat transfer between

the wall and the fluid is characterized in two ways. The heat transfer rate per unit

wall area (heat flux) is represented by q , and the heat transfer rate per unit volume

is represented by q . These heat transfer rates are related by

~q
where A is the wall area per unit volume available for heat transfer.

Initially, the wall temperature is compared to the saturation temperature. If

the wall temperature is greater than the saturation temperature, then only free or

forced convection can be occurring in any vapor that may exist. The test for free or
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forced convection to a phase is included in tne insert in Figure (5.1). Heat

transfer coefficients for free convection h and forced convection h „, are

computed and the larger is selected. A free or forced convection test is then

made for the liquid if any liquid exists. This test is used to determine which

type of boiling (pool or flow) will be considered. The basis for the test for

boiling is shown in Figure (5.2).

Both the convective (one phase liquid) and nucleate boiling heat fluxes are

calculated for the given value of T . If the convective heat flux is greater than
w

the nucleate boiling heat flux, one phase convective heat transfer is assumed.

When the nucleate boiling heat flux is greater, the critical heat flux (CHF) is

calculated and compared to the nucleate boiling heat flux. If the CHF value is

greater than the nucleate boiling heat flux, nucleate boiling is assumed unless

flow boiling occurs with a > 0.9. When flow boiling occurs with a > 0.9, bubble

nucleation is assumed to be suppressed, and the wall heat transferred to the liquid

is by forced convection vaporization. Although the correlation which is used was

developed primarily from annular flow data, it is also applied in any flow regime

which occurs when T < T < Tnu_ and a > 0.9. The test for forced convection

vaporization could be improved (Tong, 1965, p 119 and Hsu, 1962) but the current

model is considered adequate for present purposes. Similarly, the transition

between convective and nucleate boiling (partial nucleate boiling) could be im-

proved (Tong, 1965, p 112) but the current model is considered adequate for present

purposes.

The wall area available for heat transfer between the wall and each phase

differs from the wall area for friction in some flow regimes. When the heat

transfer is by convection to a single phase liquid, or by nucleate boiling in the

bubble and froth flow regimes, the wall area per unit volume for heat transfer

between the wall and each phase is

Aq. = A (5 n

wS, w V.J.J-;
Aq = 0 . (5.2)
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In these regimes, a liquid layer is assumed to exist which covers the wall and

is essentially stationary. This layer effectively insulates the vapor from the

wall but provides an effective wall area to the vapor for resistance to flow.

The nature of this liquid layer in nucleate boiling is related to the manner in

which heat is transferred at nucleation sites= Bubbles are formed at nucleation

sites but a superheated liquid layer separates the bubbles from the wall except

for the area of the nucleation site itself (Snyder and Robin, 1968). The wall

area exposed to the bubble is much smaller than the cross-sectional area of the

bubble itself. Consequently, a small amount of area is exposed directly to the

vapor which is neglected in the current model.

The wall heat transfer area model in Equations (5.1) and (5.2) is used for the

annular and slug flow regimes but the wall areas for heat transfer in these regimes

are the same as the wall areas for friction. In regimes for which the wall areas

for heat transfer and friction differ, the heat flux to the vapor is recalculated

when the heat transfer to the liquid is calculated. The separated flow regime is

similar to the annular regime except that only the lower portion of the wall is

available for nucleate boiling. The area for friction is, thus, the same as for

heat transfer. The dispersed flow regime is considered to exhibit the process of

convection or boiling in droplets on the wall when critical heat flux is not exceeded

and the liquid coverage of the wall is limited to the cross-sectional area of the

drop. The heat transfer wall areas used for this regime are consequently the saae

as the areas calculated for friction.

If the nucleate boiling heat flux is greater than the critical heat flux,

transition or stable film boiling heat transfer is assumed. The transition-film

boiling models in Section 6.1.7 describes heat transfer in both the transition and

stable film boiling regimes. The stable film boiling regime as shown in Figure (5.2)
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applies only to the heat transfer between the wall and the liquid phase, which

does not i-acrease with increasing wall temperature as does the total wall heat

flux (Tong, 1965, p 2). The models described in Sections 6.1.6 and 6.1.7

compute a nonzero heat flux for the liquid phase in stable film flow boiling

and a zero value in pool film flow boiling.

The wall heat transfer model for film boiling in the dispersed or in-

verse annular regime specifies that the gas phase covers the entire wall but does

allow direct transfer of heat from the wall to the liquid even though the liquid

does not touch the wall. The model acts as if the total wall area were available

to both phases. The transition region is a combination of the critical hast flux

and film boiling heat flux. This combination is made by use of a correlation

which specifies the probability of nucleate boiling, P , and the probability of

film boiling, P *
r

P N = exp f- 0.693 (T^ - ^ C E E ) \ (5.3)

and

(5.4)

The area for heat transfer to the gas phase is

Two areas are used for the heat t ransfer to the l iqu id , one frr the

nucleate boiling contribution

^ • » K f (5.6,
one Cor the film boiling contribution

Awa,FB " Aw PF * (5.7)

*Personal communication, W. A, Yuill to J . A. McFaddens January 1974
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At the current time, only inverse annular -ad dispersed flow can occur in the

flow regime map for postcritical heat flux conditions. However, a provision

is made for separated flow and the stagnant horizontal regime in the wall heat

transfer regime map by correcting the wall areas for the amount of wall area

which is exposed only to the vapor

Awg - V
 + Ki PF <5-8>

Aw*,FB

Finally, if the wall temperature is less than the saturation temperature,

then only free or forced convection can occur in the liquid, Since no special

correlations are used for condensation, free or forced convection is selected

for the vapor also.

5.3 Relationship Between the Heat Transfer Mechanisms and Energy
Partition Functions

In a two phase system with unequal phase temperatures, five heat transfer

•..ii.• misms (governed by the heat transfer coefficients) must be considered. To

determine the proper distribution of mass and energy resulting from these proces-

ses Hocevar, et al., (1975) give a detailed description of the heat transfer

mechanisms, the energy storage processes, and the use of the energy partition

functions. This section summarizes the relationship between the heat transfer

mechanisms and energy storage pressures.
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5.3.1 Heat Transfer Mechanisms and Energy Storage Processes. The five

heat transfer mechanisms considered in solving the UVUT equations which are

governed by heat transfer coefficients are:

a ) heat transfer to the liquid phase from a surface

b ) heat transfer from the liquid phase to a surface

c ) heat transfer to the vapor phase from a surface

d ) heat transfer from the vapor phase to a surface

e ) heat transfer from the vapor phase to the liquid phase

The energy tfSftsferred by these heat transfer mechanisms

can produce either a temperature change or a phase change, depending on how

the transferred energy is stored. The eight energy storage processes are:

1 heating of a subcooled liquid,

2 heating of a superheated vapor,

3 boiling of a liquid with an average liquid temperature

less than the saturation temperature,

4 condensation of vapor with an average vapor temperature

greater than the saturation temperature,

5 boiling of liquid with an average liquid temperature

equal to saturation,

6 condensation of vapor with an average vapor temperature

equal to saturation,

7 cooling of a superheated vapor, and

3 cooling of a subcooled liquid.
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Convection, boiling., and condensation processes result by

combining the heat transfer mechanisms and energy storage processes. Mech-

anism "a" and process "1" represent convection from a surface to a liquid.

Boiling of a subcooled liquid by a vapor is represented by mechanism "e"

and processes, "1", "3", and "6".

The heat transfer mechanisms can result in mass exchange,

depending on which energy storage process is involved. The rate at which mass

is produced in such a process can be computed by dividing the heat transfer

rate by the heat of vaporization.

The various combinations of heat transfer mechanisms and

energy storage processes, including the mass exchange processes, are summarized

in Figure (5.3).

5.3.2 Use of Energy Partition Functions. The energy partition functions

are used to determine the energy distribution when two energy storage processes

are possible. An example is boiling of a subcooled liquid. Part of the

energy transferred from the surface to the liquid goes to heating the liquid, q ,

and part goes to vaporization, q^. If the total heat transferred to the

liquid is q^, and Fg3 is the fraction of this energy which is used in vaporiza-

tion, then

qal = (1 " Fa3) %l U.ll)

and

q a 3 = F a 3 V . (5.12)
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Figure 5.3 Possible Heat Transfer Mechanisms

and Energy Storage Combinations
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Three other energy partition functions are required. Heat

can be transferred from a superheated vapor to a surface by cooling or

condensation of the vapor F , is the energy partition function which deter-

mines the fraction of the energy which goes into condensation.

The other two partition functions are associated with heat

transfer mechanism "e" which is heat transfer from the vapor phase to the

liquid phase. These functions are F 3 and F and their use is analogous to

F - and F,..
a3 d4

Energy partition functions are also used to determine the

amount of fluid at saturation conditions when the entire fluid is not at

saturation conditions. This information is required in order to describe

the interphase heat and mass transfer which occurs due to depressurlzation.

For example, the mass partition function (ratio of liquid at saturation to

total liquid), for subcooled liquid can be directly related to the appropriate

energy distribution functions.

The assumption is made that the mass of the liquid can be

subdivided into portions affected by the wall, m. , and by the other phase,
wall

ml a s

vap
m£ = ml +mZ • (5.13)

wall vap

A similar relation holds for the vapor. The energy partition function for a

liquid, with an average temperature less than the saturation temperature

in contact with a wall specifies the split of heat which goes into latent

and sensible heat. This split may be interpreted as being due to the relative
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amount of liquid which is at saturation and which is truly subcool'ed. This

interpretation implies that the mass partition functions are equal to the

energy partition functions. Thus the amount of mass at saturation conditions

due the wall, m. , and due to the vapor, m , is
wall vap
sat sat

l = Fa3mil „
wall w a l 1

sat

(5.15)

vap
sat

The total mass of liquid which is saturated is given by

sat wall vap
sat sat

The total fraction of the liquid which is saturated can be determined by

combining Equations (5.13) through (5.16)

&sat =
 a 3 &wall e 3 &vap (5.17)

US Q "t" ID.

wall vap

The mass of the liquid which is affected by the wall and the vapor will be

assumed to be proportional to the heat transfer areas between the liquid and

Aw^, and the liquid and vapor, A
q

^wall _ (
 Awa j (5.18)
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m "q - A q

8* ) (5.19)

A + Aq

In the limit, the fraction of liquid at saturation will be unity when the

energy partition functions are unity. The mass of vapor at saturation is

determined in the same manner.

Other r.odels could also have been considered. For example,

the energy partition functions used to determine the fraction of the masses

that are saturated could be different than those used to determine the energy

split. Experimental data aight show that Equations (5.18) and (5.19) should

be modified for different flow regimes.

The. heat transfer coefficients and energy partition functions

used are described in the following two sections.
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6. HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS

In the UVUT equations, the energy per unit volume transferred between

a surface and the liquid phase, q ^ , and a surface and the vapor phase,

and the interphase energy exchange, q ft, must be determined. The ra t e of energy

exchange per uni t volume between a surface and the fluid i s

w h e r e % = (AwH + Awg} V (6'2)

"V* (6>3)

- T ) . (6.4)
g

h . = heat transfer coefficient between the wall and
w the liquid

and h = heat transfer coefficient between the wall and
w g the vapor.

The interphase energy transfer rate per unit volume is

V = & V (Tg - V (6>5)

where h . = heat transfer coefficient between the gas and
g liquid phase.

The correlations used to determine the heat transfer rates are described in this

section.

6.1 Wall to Phase Heat Transfer

The correlations used for heat transfer between the wall and a phase

for all wall heat transfer regimes are discussed in the following.

6.1.1 Single Phase Free Convection. The heat transfer coefficient

for free convection is coraputed from the correlation (Jacob and Hawkins, 1947,

p 128).

!l/3

(6.6)IV- ^ - 0.135
ka L^ P.
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where f5 = coefficient of linear expansion of the surface material

c = specific heat

k = thermal conductivity

h = wall to phase "a" heat transfer coefficient

and g = gravitational constant.

This correlation is an average between a correlation from

vertical plates and cylinders (for which the coefficient is 0.13) and a

correlation for heat transfer from hot plates facing upward or cooled

plates facing downward (for which the coefficient is 0.14). This expression

is valid for turbulent free convection and is a reasonable approximation

for laminar free convection.

The wall to phase heat transfer rate per unit volume is

q = Aq h (T - T ) . (6.7)
T*a wa wa w a

In the bubble or froth flow regime when T > T ,

Aq = 0
wg

Aq = A.

In all other regimes, the wall area for heat transfer is the same as the wall

area for friction.

6.1.2 Single Phase Forced Convection Correlations for forced con-

vection heat transfer to single phase fluids were review* Although most

of these correlations showed negligible differences for heat transfer Lo

water, significant deviations result when they are applied to heat transfer

to high pressure, superheated steam. Forced convection heat transfer to both

subcooled water and superheated steam appears to be best correlated by the

Colburn (1933) equation,

0.66 , %- 0.2

(6.8)
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Subscript "b" refers to properties evaluated at the bulk temp-

erature of the fluid and subscript "f" refers to properties evaluated at the

film temperature, T-tgiven by

Tf " 1 (Tw + V .

Equation (6.8) can be rearranged in the form
0.8 .0.33

®L" ""& flft. © (6.9)

This equation is the Dittus-Boelter equation (Dittus and Boelter, 1930) with three

exceptions. The Dittus-Boelter equation is evaluated in terms of bulk properties and

a value of 0.4 instead of 0.33 is used as an exponent of the Frandtl number,

c u/k. The same model is used to compute q_ from h as in free convection,p T*a wa

6.1.3 Subcooled and Saturated Nucleate Pool Boiling This regime can

only occur vhen T > T . The correlation of Rohsenow (Rohsenow, 1952 and
w S *

Frost and Li, 1971) is used to determine heat transfer to the liquid for

nucleate pool boiling. This correlation is

c .(T -T )pi. w s _ c
Ufg

sf

1/3

<••«

The coefficient C f depends on the surface-fluid combination, and

is taken as 0.013 (Collier, 1972 p 124). This equation may be solved for q as

sf Z fg

The volumetric heat flux to each phase for bubble and froth flows is

and q_
T*g

In all other flow regimes

= AwAw

and q
T*g

.WK. *W

A h (T -T )
wg wg w g

(6.12)

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6.15)

where h is the appropriate convection coefficient.
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6.1.4 Subcooled and Saturated Nucleate Flow Boiling The Thorn (Thorn et al.,

1966) correlation is used to compute the heat transfer coefficient from the wall

to the fluid during subcooled and saturated flew nucleate boiling. This cunel at ion

is

P/1260

q =

(T . - T } e
w s

4.32

(6.16)

where P = local pressure, psia.

The heat transfer to each phase ir: calculated in the same manner as in nucleate pool

boiling. At present, saturated nucleate boiling is treated the same as subcooled

nucleate boiling, with the only difference being that the liquid is at the saturation

temperature.

6.1.5 Forced Convection Vaporization In the case of annular flow with

u • 0.9 wall heat transfer is assumed to occur by a forced convection-vaporization

mechanism. In forced convection-vaporization, nucleate boiling in the liquid film

is suppressed and energy transfer from the wall is by forced convection in the

liquid film, with vaporization occurring at the film-vapor core interface. The

Schrock-Grossman (1957) correlation is used to compute an overall heat transfer

coefficient, h in the following:

h--• - " " 1 °'75

Nu = (2.50) C0.023) Pr"'* I -I I - M (6.17)

where

M wil v;

x' = ap vg/(ap vg + (l-a)p v ) (6.19)
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G = otp v S + ( 1 - a ) p v £

g *

( , \ O . 9 / P \ 0 . 5 /
• I I —"• I

X I _ v " I 1 0 1

O.I
(6.20)

Substitution of 1/Xtt into Equation (6.20) yields

a 0.8

Nu = (2.5) (0.023) Pr°'4 \-~\ (1-x')'

This expression is well behaved at a = 1. The wall heat flux is

ŵ " hw < W
The wall heat flux per unit volume to each phase is calculated in the same manner

as for nucleate boiling.

6.1.6 Transition and Stable Film Pool Boiling The transition boiling regime

is described by the combination of the heat flux at critical heat flux and the heat

transfer to the liquid in stable film boiling. In pool boiling, the heat transfer

directly to the liquid in stable film boiling is assumed to be zero. The heat

transfer to each phase is given by

q. = Aq h (T -T ) (6.22)
^wg wg wg * w %'

where h is the appropriate convection coefficient and
wg

V = Aw£,NB \m (6-23)

Equations (5.3) through (5.10) are used to compute the area terms.

6.1.7 Transition and Stable Film Flow Boiling A model was developed to cal-

culate heat transf-r to the liquid phase in stable film boiling. This model uses

the Reynolds flux analogy (Wallis, 1968) to compute the flux of liquid to the wall.

The model assumes that the droplets approaching the wall are repulsed by the vapor

generated on the portion of the droplet facing the wall.
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To extend this model to account for heat transfer between the

wall and the liquid in the transition boiling regime, a weighted combination of

the wall to liquid heat transfer rates for the CHF and stable film boiling condi-

tions is used. The weighting factors are related to the probability of the liquid

wetting the wall [equation (5.3)]. The expression for the hsat flux to the liquid

phase is

8
V

N
V

(6.24a}

where

y = molecular velocity of the liquid normal to the wall,

and

m
mixture density.

The molecular velocity

- P
v =
r *v nm.

is associated with the molecules leaving the liquid surface, where

k = Boltzman constant

m = Molecular weight

Equation (6.24) could be solved iteratively for q^ • The present model in UVUT

approximates q in the exponent on the right hand side of Equation (6.24) by the.

critical heat flux. This approximation will result in a slight but not serious,

underestimation of the nucleate boiling contribution to the total liquid heat

Clux. The heat transfer rate to the liquid phase per unit volume then is

I q
"̂ wS 2 £ o rg g

The coefficient for heat transfer between the wall and the vapor is

computed from Equation (6.8) and the wall area terms are calculated by Equations

(5.3) through (5.10).
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6.2 Interphase Heat Transfer

To compute heat transfer between phases at unequal temperatures, four

heat transfer mechanisms must be considered. These mechanisms are

1. Conduction within the liquid (vapor)

2. Condensation of vapor on the surface of the liquid

3. Convection of sensible heat to the surface of liquid
(vapor)

4. Evaporation of liquid from the liquid surface.

The net interphase heat transfer can be computed by modelling just two of

these mechanisms, conduction and convection. To illustrate this modelling the

case of a subcooled drop in a superheated vapor is considered.

When the drop is placed in the vapor, the temperature at the surface

of the drop rapidly approaches the saturation temperature. Conduction heat trans-

fer will continue to dominate until the temperature profile in the drop is such

that convection of heat in the vapor to the surface of the drop equals conduction

of heat in the drop. As the drop continues to warm (T. -*• T ) , convection in the

vapor becomes the dominant form of interphase heat transfer. Condensation and

vaporization occur when convection and conduction modes of heat transfer are un-

equal. If conduction from the surface of the drop to the interior is greater

than convection from the vapor to the drop surface, condensation will occur. If

the convection heat transfer is greater than the conduction heat transfer,

vaporization will result.

A similar discussion could be presented for a superheated vapor bubble

in a continuous liquid phase.
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The Interphase. heat transfer is. dependent on the Interphaae

geometry, so the Lnterphase heat transfer models are given for the flow roglui-s

discussed in Section 2.1. The nomenclature for the heat transfer coefficients and

heat fluxes is described in Section 5.3.

6.2.1 Bubble, Froth and Vertical Stagnation Regimes For these rlow regimes,

the vapor phase is in the form of bubbles with radius r . The heat transfer rate
P

due to convection in the liquid phase is computed from the rate at which the bubble

collapses (Moalera and Sideman, 1973). The heat flux at the bubble surface can be

related to the rate of bubble collapse. The resulting heat transfer coefficient

for convection in the liquid is

„...,,—^^— \ln
el

where a is the thermal diflusivity for the liquid phase,

(6.26)

The heat transfer rate is

The heat transfer due to conduction in the bubble is based on approximating

the time dependent heat transfer by a time independent solution. The resulting

heat transfer coefficient is
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k
8.G67 -** C6.28)

r

and the heat transfer rate is

The interphase heat transfer rate, q_, Is the maximum of the values given

by Equations (6.27) and (6.29). If q 7 is greater than q -, the amount of heat

which goes into boiling is q ? - q . and if q . is larger, the amount of heat

obtained from condensation, is q . - q .,.
el e7

. 6.2.2 Annular, Slug and Countercurrent (Liquid on Wall) Regimes In the

^present UVUT model all the liquid is assumed to be found in an annular film for

(these flow regimes. Thus, the interphase heat transfer occurs only at the liquid

film-vapor core interface.

The heat transfer coefficient for conduction in the liquid film

is

\h = T - < 6 3

where 6 is the film thickness, which is

\

6a = R ~ R i = l (1 " VT) • <6-31^

The heat flux in the liquid due to conduction is

\l ' \l CTs " T ^ • ( 6" 3 2 )

The heat transfer coefficient due to convection in the gas

center core is computed from the Dittus-Boelter (1930) correlation,



Nu = Q.Q23 Re w Er

where Cor the case of annular flow.

h .

;°-
8 Er0'4 C6.33)

(6.35)

g

The interphase heat flux due to convection is

*e7 = he7 ̂ g " V C6.36)

and the net interphase heat transfer is given by the maximum of the values from

Equations (6.32) and (6.35) with the amount of energy going into phase change

calculated as in the previous case.

6.2.3 Dispersed Regime In the dispersed flow regime, the interphase

heat transfer occurs between the continuous vapor phase and the droplets of

radius, r . The heat transfer coefficient for conduction to the liquid droplets,

h e l > is analagous to Equation (6.28) and is given by

h , = 8.067 -i (6'37)
6 1 rp

and the heat transfer rate is

i

*el = hel ( Ts"V. (6'3&)
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The. heat transfer coefficient for convection, h 7> in the

continuous, gas phase is the Frbssling equation as. giyen by Fuchs (195S) ,

Ku- 2(1 + B ReQ'5 Pr°'33) C6.39)

or

h = — £l + S Re " Pr_" ] (6.40)
rp

where g = 0.37

2p lv — \
T. gt

The heat transfer rate for convection then ia

q = h _ (T - T ) (6.42)

He7 e7 g s

The interphase heat transfer, q , is the maximum of the values

given by Equations (6.38) and (6.42). If q is greater than q , the amount

of heat which goes into boiling is q ? - q and, if q . is larger', the amount

of heat obtained from condensation is q - q .

6.2.4 Inverse Annular and Countercurrent (Vapor on Wall) Regimes The

interphase heat transfer for these flow regimes is determined by considering

conduction in the vapor film (radiation is neglected) and convection in the

center liquid core.

The heat transfer coefficient due to conduction in the vapor

fill* is k

S
g

he? - -f- (6.43)
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where 5 , the vapor film thickneas, is. computed from Equation (3.23) as

a

The heat flux due to conduction Is

qe7 = he7 ^g " V - (6.45)

The heat transfer coefficient for convection in the liquid is determined

from the Dittus - Boelter (1930) correlation,

Nu = 0.023 Re0'8 Pr, °'4 (

where
h , 2 (R-6 )

N u = e l S- (6.47)
k

The interphase heat flux due to convection is

lei = hel CTs " V (

and the net interphase heat transfer is computed as discussed in Section 6.2.1

6.2.5 Separated and Horizontal Stagnation Regimes In the separated and

horizontal stagnation flow regimes, convection will be the primary mode of heat

transfer in both phases except for very small and very large values of the vapor

volume fraction. If the interface is at the saturation temperature, net con-

densation or evaporation can be determined as in the previous sections.
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The. convection heat transfer coefficient for the liquid

is computed from the Dittus. - Roelter (1930) aquation,

Nu = Q.Q23 Re.°'8 Pr.°*4 (6.50)

where

and

2TTR

int

and the Reynolds number is given by Equation (3.44).

The convection heat transfer coefficient of the vapor phase

Is computed from

Nu = 0.023 Re °'8 Pr °*4 „„,
8 g (6.53)

with '
h , D *

N u =_eZ-i£L (6.54)
kg

and Dir.t c o m P u t e d from Equation (3.66) and Re computed from Equation (3.44).

The interphase heat fluxes are

and

^e7 = he7 CTg " V . <6'56>

The net interphase heat transfer is computed the same as tor the other flow

regimes.
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6.3 Critical Heat Flux

Critical heat flux correlations for both pool and forced convective boiling

are required to determine both heat transfer and flow regimes. The CHF cor-

relations presently used in UVUT are discussed in this section.

6.3.1 Critical Heat Flux in Pool Boiling The CHF correlation for sat-

urated pool boiling is based on the correlation of Kutateladze (1952). This

correlation is obtained by determining the flux of vapor from the heated sur-

face which is sufficient- to keep the liquid phase from reaching the surface.

Zuber (Tong, 1972, p 52) verified this correlation with a theoretical analysis

based on the postulate that a pool boiling crisis is caused by a Helmholtz

instability at the interface of a counterflow of two immiscible fluids. Zuber's

correlation is

This correlation reduces to the Kutateladze form when p >> p . For a sub-
v o** B

cooled liquid, the critical heat flux had been correlated by Ivey and Morris

(1962, 1965) as

0.75

qCHF

Hie combination of correlations (6.57) and (6.58) i? used here for both subcooled

and saturated pool boiling CHF.

The flow regime selection logic, Figure 2.1, requires the wall temperature

corresponding to critical heat flux. This temperature is obtained by substituting

the value of q C H p calculated by Equation (6.58) into the Rohsenow correlation

[liquation (6.10)] and solving for TnTT_.
CnF
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6.3.2 Critical Heat Flux in Flow Boiling The critical heat flux correlation

used in UVUT is based on a nradel developed by Yuill and Mills (1973). This model was

derived by considering that CHF occurs when the wall heat flux is just sufficient

to vaporize all the liquid in contact with the wall. The Reynolds flux model (Wallis,

1968) is used to compute the mass flux of the liquid to the wall.

The. equation for the critical heat flux is

CHF

where

f = Moody friction factor

m = mass flux of vapor from the wall

o 2 ml '

p . = mixture density .
m

At the critical heat flux condition, all the liquid reaching the wall is vapor-

ized, and leaves the wall with a mass flux of m. This condition is expressed as

g (6*0)

To compute the CHF value, Equation (6.60) is solved for m and sustituted into Equation

(6.59). The resulting equation is solved using a Newton - Raphson method, with the

initial estimate of q being the present value of the wall heat flux.

To determine the temperature corresponding to critical heat flux for use in the

flow regime map, the Thorn correlation [Equation (6.16)] is solved inversely for

T = T
w CHF'

TCHF - T s
 + 4'32
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7. ENERGY PARTITION FUNCTIONS

As mentioned previously in Section 5.3S the energy partition functions

are used to partition the energy which is calculated to occur due to heat trans-

fer coefficients between competing energy storage processes. A set of proto-

type energy partition functions was used in the SVUT code by Hocevar, et al

(1975). These functions were not based upon physical models but were developed

only to produce reasonable results from the SVUT code. The models presented here

are based on physical models and represent an improvement over the prototype

models. Restrictions are placed on all energy partition functions in order to

restrict physically unrealistic events from occurring such as the complete dis-

appearance of a subcooled liquid below saturation. The four required energy

partition functions are described in this section and compared to the appropriate

restrictions.

7.1 Surface to Liquid Heat Transfer - All Heat Transfer Regimes

The energy partition function for subcooled boiling associated with a

wall is the ratio of the amount of energy which goes into subcooled boiling to

the total amount of heat transferred from the wall to the liquid,

Fa3 V • (7.1)

The amount of energy going into subcooled boiling is the difference between

the total heat transferred to the liquid and the amount convected and conducted

into the liquid and is given by

qa3 = V ~ n c *wt (Ts~ V <7-a3 = V ~ n c *wt (Ts~ V
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where h £ is the appropriate free or forced convection heat transfer coef-

ficient for the liquid phase as determined in Section 6.L.I or Section 6.1.2.

The energy partition function is

hc \rtff«-V
a3 " 1 - ^ (7.3)

The only reason that the energy partition function Is needed in this applica-

tion is to make certain that the restrictions inherent in the nonequilib-

rium process of subcooled boiling are satisfied. The value of q - can Be used

directly in application, if desired. Since a = h . A (T . - T ) , the energy

distribution can be expressed as

F - , hC ( T 3'V (7.4)

a3 " hw* (Tw ' V

The value of F , must satisfy

0 < F a 3 < I .

The only possible violation occurs if"h „ < h r l For a given set of conditions,

hc should be the lowest heat transfer coefficient encountered for any flow re-

gime. Since F - is applied only when T _>_T , then F , should always satisfy

the preceding criterion. A nonzero F „ will be calculated whenever T > T .
a3 w s

Therefore, subcooled boiling is calculated to occur whenever T > T .
w s

This form of F also compares favorably to the following criteria:

1) F _ increases as the subcooling (T - T^) decreases; 2) F , approaches unity

as the liquid temperature approaches saturation; 3) F . increases as (T - T )
clJ W S

increases, and 4) To assume that all the liquid will not be evaporated less than

the saturation temperature is reasonable for flow regimes for which the wall
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area is proportional to the volume fraction of the liquid in accordance with

tht: heuristic arguments In Hocevar, et al (1975). The liquid could f>.!. I rhls

> rH.trion for other flow regimes but no test problems have shewn tho >ritoi t.<r.

to be violated,

7.2 Vapor to Surface Heat Transfer - All Heat Transfer Regimes

The energy partition function for superheated condensation associated with

a wall is the ratio of the amount of energy which comes from superheated con-

densation to the total heat transferred to the wall from the vapor:

_ d4 /-i *-\

F,. = (7.6)
d4 a

The amount of energy coming from superheated condensation, q w » is calculated

as the difference between the total heat transferred to the wall and the heat

couvected from the vapor and is given as:

where h c is the appropriate free or forced convection heat transfer coefficient

for the vapor phase. The energy partition function is

F -1 h C V <Tg - V
d4 c ^ . (7.8)

Since %g = h
wg

 A
wg

 (T
W ~

 T
g ) . then Fd4 may be expressed as

- V

The value of F^ w i l l he in the range

0 1 F J /
 K

— d4 —
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aa long as h. JL**-n which, is reaaonahle to expect. A. nonzero F,, will be

calculated whenever T < T and F,. is calculated only when T < T . F., in-
w s d4 * w — s d4

creases as the T — T decreases. F , , approaches unity as the vapor temperature

approaches the saturation value. F , , increases as CT - T ) increases . For
d»i w s

the same reason as presented in the subcooled boiling regime, a reasonable assumption

is that all vapor will not be condensed while the average vapor temperature

is above the saturation temperature as long as the wall area is proportional

to the volume fraction of the vapor phase.

7.3 Vapor to Liquid Heat Transfer

The energy partition functions for interphase heat transfer are computed

from the heat transfer coefficients in Section 6.2. To determine the functions,

the two heat transfer rates given in Section (6.2) for interphase heat transfer

are considered. In all regimes two heat transfer rates were evaluated; one

from the vapor to the liquid-vapor interface, q 7» and the other from the inter-

face to the liquid, q ., where

(7.11)

In the present model a net vaporization is assumed to result If q 7 > q .,

while a net condensation is assumed to result if q < q . The total inter-

phase hi-iat transfer is the largest o£ ihese two values, and is given by

V
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The gas phase energy partition function for the- interphase heat transfer,

F . is defined as the ratio of energy which comes from superheated condensation
e4

to the total interphase heat transfer. The energy whL:h comes from superheated

condensation is

qe4 = V ~ ^7 (7.13)

so that

h e ? CTg - Tg)

max (he7 (Tg - T.).

The value of F . will be in the range

< 1

by definition of q 0. F , Is nonzero at some point when T. is below the sat-

uration temperature. This value of T is obtained when q _ = q . Plots of

F ^ are shown in Figure (7.1). These plots illustrate that F , increases as

(T - T ) decreases. F approaches unity as the vapor temperature approaches

the saturation temperature. F , increases as (T - T ) increases. To assume

that all the vapor will not be condensed at temperatures greater than the sat-

uration temperature is reasonable for regimes for which the interphase area is

proportional to the vapor volume fraction when this volume fraction is small.

The liquid phase energy partition function for the interphase heat

transfer, F _, is defined as the ratio of energy which goes into subcooled boil-

ing to the total Interphase heat transfer. The energy which goes Into sub-

cooled boiling is

qe3 = qgj, " qel (7.15)
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Figure 7.1 Vapor Phase Interphase Enerpy Distribution Function
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with

Fe3 = l - ;ZTOLft7 (Tg - Ta) , h e

The value of F , will be in the range
eJ

by definition of q .. F _ is nonzero at some point when T is greater than

the saturation temperature. This nonzero value is determined by comparison of

heat transfer rates. The shape of the F , curves are the same as the F ,

curves with appropriate replacement of T , T., and T . The function F , in-
g JO S fi-3

creases as (T - T ) decreases, approaches unity as the liquid temperature
s x»

approaches saturation, and increases as (T - T ) increases. To assume that

the liquid will not all be evaporated at temperatures less than the saturation

temperature is reasonable for flow regimes for which the interphase area is

proportional to the volume fraction of the liquid when this volume fraction is

small.

A plot of the heat flux for heat transfer from a single droplet that was

obtained using these interphase energy distribution functions is shown in Figure

(7.2). Initially the heat transfer causes condensation of the vapor. In the

course cf the transient, a transition to boiling of the liquid is made.

The shape of the interphase energy partition functions presented here is

similar to those presented in Hocevar, et al (1975). One important difference

between the functions effects the determination of the interphase mass dis-

tribution. The mass distribution functions presented here imply that the mass

at the saturation temperature due to interphase processes is either all liquid

(if boiling is taking place) or all vapor (if condensation is taking place).

This behavior is probably somewt.at unrealistic and should be modified to include

a smooth transition between these extremes.
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